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Although making the switch from other creative

software to Affinity is pretty straightforward, we

thought it would be helpful to outline some of the

main differences you’ll find and highlight other

important things to help get you going.



Things to familiarise
yourself with before
getting started...



The user
interface
The first thing to do is to

familiarise yourself with the user

interface and know where all of

your tools are and how to

find them.



Context toolbars
The Toolbar is the bar running horizontal across the

top of your interface. Here is where you access

commonly used controls and options. The Persona

icons (read more about Affinity Personas below)

are at the top of the Toolbar. When you switch to a

different Persona, the Toolbar icons will change to

the appropriate ones for that Persona. To see what

an icon is, just hover over it with your cursor.



Tools panel
The Tools Panel, which is the vertical bar on the left-hand side of

the interface, hosts a comprehensive set of tools for the currently

selected Persona. Some tools are grouped together and are

accessible via a flyout menu. Grouped tools can be displayed by

clicking the grey marker on an icon’s bottom, right corner. Each

time you select a new tool, the context toolbar shows the

commands and options relevant to the selected tool.



Studio panels
Layer content can be affected in a variety of

ways using options which appear on the

Studio Panel (right side of interface). The

panels also offer tool options, layer control

and image information

(e.g., channels and histograms).

Although the same named panels may appear

in different Personas, they may have subtly

different options and may function in a slightly

different way. Which panels you use will vary

depending on your style of working and the

aim of the project. It’s also worth knowing that

not all panels are displayed by default, as

some are for less common workflows.



Keyboard
shortcuts
Quickly access common tools and

commands using your keyboard. Many of the

shortcuts are the same as those that you use

in other apps. You’ll find many of the

shortcuts listed next to menu items.

Download keyboard shortcuts

O

https://affinityspotlight.com/article/downloadable-affinity-keyboard-shortcut-cheat-sheets/


.af
Shared file
format
Open any Affinity file in any Affinity

app and just keep working. Benefit

from shared history, undo options

and seamless app switching.



Affinity vs
similar software



Personas
One of the best and most unique features of Affinity

apps is the ability to switch into various ‘Personas’,

which provide different ways of working within your

application. Each Persona is equipped with its own

special workspace tools and panels, and you can

switch between Personas with a single click.

Photo

Affinity Photo personas

Liquify

Develop

Tone Mapping

Export



Layers
Layers are one of the most important

elements to your workflow in Affinity. They let

you organise the contents of your work into a

logical tiered structure for better creative

composition and object management.



There are several types
of layers you can create
in Affinity apps:
■ Pixel layer (Designer and Photo) – used for pixel-based editing

■ Vector layer (Designer and Photo) – used for vector content, such as curves,
shapes, text and placed images

■ Mask layer (all apps) – special layer that allows you to define what content is
hidden to reveal layers beneath

■ Adjustment layer (all apps) – special layer that can be used to correct or
enhance the layers beneath

■ Fill layer (Photo only) – special layer that contains an adjustable solid or
gradient colour

■ Snapshot layer (Photo only) – special layer that contains a predefined project
snapshot as a single, flattened pixel layer



■ Once editing and designing has begun, all
documents will have at least one layer.

■ The order of your layers is important. A layer at
the top of the Layers panel is at the front of your

document, with the lowest layer in the background.

You can think of layers as being like sheets of paper

that are stacked one on top of the other—

transparent areas of a layer reveal the layer below,

while opaque parts of a layer obscure the layers

below.

■ When editing, always make sure you’re working
within the appropriate layer. Any selected layer(s)

are highlighted, so that you can always see what

layer you are working on.

■ You can create sublayers, which are child layers
nested under a parent layer. Sublayers are perfect

for use as an extra level of object organisation in

more complex documents.

■ You can add additional photos and raster images
to your page as a new layer. The placed image is

added as an image layer rather than a pixel layer so

that the original image data (e.g., the native

resolution, colour space and colour profile) can be

kept. On export to PDF, this data is re-embedded

into the PDF file. Some brush operations (e.g.,

cloning, dodging, etc) will automatically rasterise

image layers to the document resolution; inpainting

or selection manipulation on an image layer will

require manual rasterisation via right-click of the

image layer in the Layers panel. You can control

automatic rasterisation behaviour using the

Assistant Manager.

■ All layer management is carried out from the

Layers panel or the dropdown ‘Layer’ menu, where

you can:

■ Show or hide layers to include/exclude layers
(and layer objects) in your document and any

output.

■ Reorder layers in the layer stack to change layer
object ordering. When you move a layer, the

content of the layer moves with it.

■ Duplicate layers to improve efficiency.

■ Lock layers to prevent a layer or layer objects
from being moved, resized, flipped or rotated (while

still remaining editable).

Here are some important points regarding layers:



Layers

Opacity: Normal100%

Layer overview

Layer Menu Bar

Edit All Layers Mask Layer

Adjustments

Layer Effects Add Layer Add Pixel Layer

Group LayersLive Filters

Blend Mode

Remove Layer

Lock/Unlock Layer

Blend Ranges

Layer Menu

Layer Opacity



Where to find help
Whether you’re experienced in using creative

software or just starting out, we have a wealth of

help and support on hand should you need it.

This includes:

In-app help – Affinity’s built-in help system

provides a huge library of information about all

aspects of the app. Conveniently located in the

Help menu, it’s a great place to learn and get

explanations fast.



■ Tutorials

Our YouTube channel houses a wide range of Affinity

tutorials, covering everything from the basics to more

advanced functionalities.

■ Forum

We have a thriving online forum, where

our developers, support staff and even other app

users are happy to help with any questions or

hurdles you may come across.

■ Social

Our Twitter and Facebook pages are also rich

sources of information and inspiration. We

frequently share amazing work that people create,

along with news, third-party reviews and tutorials.

You’ll also find us and other Affinity users sharing

stunning work on Instagram. Share your work with

#madeinaffinity for a chance to be featured.

Affinity Designer Tutorials Visit the Affinity forum @affinitybyserif

Affinity Photo Tutorials

Affinity Publisher Tutorials

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6wX4Z3FIGUhyVbtCCwd4FA
https://forum.affinity.serif.com
https://twitter.com/affinitybyserif
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQZN-kIrZUQyoTnexM3jJAw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnw-cXN3oqAg7YXZVMKN0dA


Affinity Spotlight
This free online resource is where we share insight

and inspiration from the Affinity team and leading

creatives who use the apps.

We frequently profile talented artists, post
learning resources and keep you up to date
with our latest news.

affinityspotlight.com

https://affinityspotlight.com


The most comprehensive resources on

Affinity Photo, Affinity Designer and

Affinity Publisher are the official

workbooks, expertly designed

companion guides packed with tips,

tricks and instructions across hundreds

of full-colour pages. Featuring an

impressive variety of hands-on projects

for Mac and Windows, keyboard shortcut

cheat sheets and links to hundreds of

downloadable resources, the workbooks

teach you everything there is to know

about working with each app, from the

core skills you need, right up to the most

powerful tools and techniques.

Official Workbooks



affinity.serif.com

https://affinity.serif.com/

